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Tara lives alone but her children and grandchildren have been helping

her throughout the pandemic. They have been looking after getting her

groceries for her - and they often include something special! The

pandemic has given her the chance to speak to her family on the phone

more often. Every evening one of her children calls and they catch each

other up on their days and whatever is going on in the news. Tara’s

getting used to having her appointments on the phone, instead of going

into the doctor’s office for appointments. She misses being able to just

get up and go out on her own, whenever she wanted to. It’s been an

adjustment having to depend on others to take her places or get her

things for her. 
 

During the warmer weather, family members took turns visiting Tara

outside in her backyard. For Thanksgiving the family ordered food and

everyone brought their own containers, to eat at home. To celebrate

Diwali, Tara cooked a feast for her family. They all dropped by with their

containers for short visits at different times and to collect the food Tara

had prepared for them. She plans to do the same for Christmas but will

start the food preparation the week before, to give herself time to get

everything ready for the Christmas Day festivities. Even if everyone can’t

be together at the same time, she gets to see her family and share her

food and cheer with them.
 

Tara’s reflection on her experience during the pandemic: 

“Thank God that I am alive and healthy, we are all so lucky.”

Tara



Life hasn’t changed much due to the pandemic. My mother and

I were in bad health for the previous two years and not very

active or social. In fact, this crisis has given us some relief

because the rest of the world has slowed down to our speed. 

We receive tremendous support from a neighbour who supplies

groceries (I reimburse her when she brings them) because

delivery schedules were unacceptable, especially in the

beginning and I was incapable of getting groceries.  

We have since required respite homecare four times a week,

which would have occurred despite the pandemic. Arlene has

also provided moral support and practical suggestions when she

phones every Friday. 

It was more stressful before trying to find support outside our

home, where as this has brought the services we needed into

our home and I have learned ways to help manage mom’s

forgetfulness and other difficulties. We now interact with family

through Google Meets and I find concerts for mom to watch on

YouTube.

B.M.



We miss going out for coffee everyday

as it makes things more challenging for

G. He likes the outing and needs the

fresh air, we both do, but just going for

a walk isn’t the same; there needs to be

a purpose at the end of the walk for G.  
 

A good experience is, Arlene calling me

every week. I look forward to getting

that extra phone call. My neighbour is

doing groceries, but this lock down is

lasting so long, I’m starting to feel like a

pain. When I mention that to her, she

tells me not to think that and she really

doesn’t mind at all.  Other than that;

being retired for over ten years, it

doesn’t really feel like anything else has

changed.  

C.S.



They are coping making themselves happy, by playing

table games, doing some decorating and reminiscing. 

 This experience has allowed them to be closer as a

family and be grateful for every day.  They can’t go out

as usual, just to Doctor’s appointments and essential

items.  Misses the Adult Day Services Program and all

the other clients and staff.

Tina is grateful she still has a job and is allowed to

work from home.  She is happy for people calling to

see how her mom is doing, and her mom still attends

programs 2 days a week.  This helps so she can get

her work done and this encourages her and lifts her

spirits.  She misses her freedom and the impact it

has on her family.

Noel

Tina



When the program stopped back in March, I expected it,

and understood why. However, trying to explain it to

seniors with dementia is not easy because they don’t really

understand, they cannot grasp the concept of what’s

going on with this virus. I tell my husband who attended

the ESS day program what’s going on but he doesn’t

understand. It makes me feel alone, because he doesn’t

understand and I feel like I am single and on my own. 
 

I have two daughters one is more strict then the other, and

with this pandemic it's difficult to see my daughter,

because she is very fearful about anyone visiting her. I

want to kiss and hug my grandkids, however with this lock

down that is impossible and it’s a terrible thing. 
 

My husband has dementia and doesn’t mind being at

home; he is ok with not going out. I have a PSW for 3

hours on Wednesdays, which helps give me time to get

shopping done, and that is all I can really do. Sometimes in

the late afternoon my husband gets antsy and wants to go

out, and paces up and down the house. I ask “what’s

wrong”, and he says, “I don’t know”. I believe it’s called Sun

downing which causes my husband to be confused and he

gets anxious at times. continued on next page...

Anonymous



I myself like to go out and like to be social and always have been

this way all my life. Sometimes I feel like a dog locked up, sitting

by the window to see people or anyone walk by, it’s awful. 
 

I live in the same house for 42 years, and I have clutter

downstairs. I have time now to de clutter the basement; I also

love cooking and reading mystery novels and sometimes

biographies. I see pictures of my grandchildren on Instagram; I

also use Skype and face time to keep in touch with my family. I

have a neighbour who lives alone across the street and I help her

at times. Sometimes I go for drives down countryside roads, my

husband says don’t waist gas, but I’m saving in other ways, and

driving and seeing nature makes me feel good. 
 

I feel Life in this pandemic is making fly faster than ever, the

weeks are flying by to fast. It’s flying by even though we are not

having fun. They say when you are having fun time flies, but that’s

not even true anymore. We are not young anymore so I feel like

we don’t have a lot of time left in our lives, so it’s more important

than ever to enjoy life and be able to go out. I believe with this

pandemic the quality of life is not good, and it feels shameful

when I really think about. 
  

Some days are really hard and you feel sorry for yourself, but

some days I cheer up and make the best out of it, and that is all

we can do. 

 

continued...



No doubt the pandemic was a challenge early on for my father

Clive. In the early stages of the pandemic his retirement home really

locked down for quite a long time, because before the closure

there was a flu outbreak. Clive had to stay in his rooms for 3

months. This was not good for his physical and mental health, and

he declined in this period of time. 
  

After 3 months the retirement home only allowed visitors outside

on the patio. During the 8 months of this pandemic, I have only

visited my dad once. We do Zoom calls, but it’s not the same, as

hugging or touching. 
  

My dad is in the hospital, and when he gets back from the hospital,

he has to quarantine in his room for 14 days. Now with this

lockdown, residence can only go out for important appointments. 
  

The pandemic has been devastating for seniors because they are

really in need of physically connection, like food and water it’s a

part of survival, especially for seniors with dementia like my father. 

Sara



It’s a crazy thing going on here. I miss going to

the program every Tuesday, meeting up with my

friends, it was like a second home for me. All the

clients and staff were like my family. I like to go

out, I’m not a person to stay home. In the

beginning of the pandemic staying home was

crazy for me. I do my word search puzzles, and I

do more around the house. I feel I have declined

socially a little. Being home makes me think a lot

and right now I’m not doing well. 

  

People are not doing what they are supposed to

be doing, they are not wearing a mask, and

walking around like nothing is happening. This is

a worldwide pandemic so now with this second

lockdown I don’t mind staying at home, knowing I

am more safe here then out there. 

Anonymous



Since the pandemic started, Don and Sue have mostly stayed home,

only going out for appointments.
 

One hardship Sue has faced is the difficulty of coming up with meals

to cook every day. But one thing that helps is getting her groceries

delivered by ESS. They love the ESS grocery drop-off program. “It’s

greatly appreciated!” they say. 
 

It’s also been hard not seeing their family as much. But they’ve been

able to see their sons’ families (including dogs!) a few times. They’ve

also been enjoying phone calls from their grandchildren. 
 

While Don misses his friends at the ESS seniors’ club, Sue misses

her activities like shopping, running errands, and getting her hair

done.
 

Watching Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy regularly has served Don

well. He’s been doing great at trivia during the Adult Day Services

Thursday telephone program. They’ve also been watching some

swimming on TV – but he hasn’t had the chance to test if that’s

improved his performance in the pool yet. 
 

Don and Sue are disappointed the holidays will look different this

year, but they’re keeping things in perspective: “People are

complaining about having to miss Christmas with their family, but the

Armed Forces have to miss Christmas with their family all the time.”

Don and Sue



When the pandemic started, it was very hard. Fred wanted to go

to his program (he calls class). He was angry and said he will call

police on me and say I am keeping him home and not letting him

go to his class. Eventually, he understood it was not me, keeping

him home. Then Heaven and Kalsang started the telephone

program. Fred was reluctant at first, said how can you be on

phone with people, how would a program work like this. Once he

started, he enjoyed it a lot and looks forward to it every week.  
 

Kalsang then, taught me how to use Google Meet and since then,

I bought a new chair and computer for Fred. Now we meet three

times a week. He enjoys very bit of it. I participate in it all the

time. The virtual programs were a lifesaver for Fred and for me.

We did a costume party, we do trivia, sing and dance, we connect

with other clients and caregivers and they adore each other! I

realized doing the programs with Fred that despite the

Alzheimer’s disease; his brain is still very good. His sense of

humor is excellent. So, I got him books and puzzles, from Amazon

and we do our own programs after lunch every day. I see him

struggling physically and mentally, now that I am with him all the

time.  Fred was always my hero and he still is. He makes me laugh

every day and he is still smart and keeps me going. 

Joanne



I had started dropping my mom off at the Royal York

ESS day program. The program had been opportune, as I

had started going back to work after cancer treatment. 
 

And then COVID hit, I started working from home full

time and looking after my mom 24/7. Front seat to a

horrific disease and caregiver burnt out. But God is good,

and He sustains. It is a blessing that I can spend time with

my mom while she still knows who I am albeit extremely

challenging and draining. 
 

During this horrible horrible time, Kalsang and her team

reached out and continued to support my mom and I am

ever so grateful. She has a community and connection

beyond our isolated bubble. And she has fun and looks

forward; maybe the right term is associates the sessions

to happy. 
  

 The virtual sessions are great, but I am not opposed to

ESS opening again hopefully near the old site. 

Anonymous



My mom so enjoys the program and lights up when

she talks about you. 

Life for all has changed drastically in the last 8

months but presumably for the senior community

the greatest.  However, the limitations and fears

associated with COVID are counter-balanced with

the increased opportunity to focus on those that

truly matter in our daily lives.  For my mother, I

learned how important her ESS connections are.   

Her energy level and enthusiasm exponentially

increase when she talks about the interactions she

is enjoying online.  With the creative programming,

my mom is continually stimulated in an interactive

environment.  I can't thank ESS enough for the

continued help they provide in supporting my mom

in these otherwise isolating times. 

 

J.A.



As a senior, COVID-19 has affected me.
 

The restrictions have changed my daily life.
 

I tried to make a list of good and unpleasant experiences.  I found

inconvenient, but bearable things that alter my daily routine.
 

I miss seeing my family during COVID-19.
 

Fortunately, I meet family members through Skype.

I attend Sunday church service through  "Zoom".
 

I used to go on shopping trips, but now, I stay at home.

Fortunately, my family and grocery deliveries take care of me.

I miss meeting my friends in person. Fortunately, my Condo

neighbors, who I have not met before COVID-19, leave written

notes under my door, offering help.
 

I hate the sound of knocking at my door, knowing that I will have to

pick up deliveries in the lobby.  One time, though, I opened my door

and found a large container of orchids.  Looking around, I saw my 

 granddaughter at the end of the corridor, smiling at me.
 

Before COVID-19, I participated in exercise  classes next door to my

building.  I am grateful that the exercise lessons continue over the

telephone.  I am especially fortunate, that the lessons are delivered

by my instructor.  Hearing her voice over the phone is great - at

least one thing did not change during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Anonymous



When we first went into lock down 8 long months ago I really

thought it would be 4 - 6 weeks at the most. I started off

ambitious and had plans to do some long put off chores. I.e. clean

closets out, organize kitchen cupboards; that type of thing. I

quickly got bored with that idea. Then I caught the baking bug

and started to load up my freezer with cookies and breads but

not much company to share it with. Not a good thing for the

waist line! 

 

As  the lock down dragged on I became lethargic and getting out

of bed was a chore. Once the weather turned warmer I started to

walk each morning and each week I would add a few more steps

to my walk. Being able to have the occasional visit outside with

my family helped but I couldn’t help thinking this is not the way I

wanted to spend my senior years. 

 

I had been my husband’s caregiver for many years and had really

lost touch with many of the friends I knew and activities I had

enjoyed. I was mourning the loss of my husband and sister as

well. 

continued on next page...

Anonymous



As this isolation continues I feel like I am with drawing into a very

small world. It’s easier and safer to stay home and read then to find

ways to occupy my time. The routines that I had as a result of

looking after my husband were gone and I couldn’t find ways to 

 establish a new one.

 

Life seems joyless with not a lot of  laughter. I dread the coming

winter and especially the thought of Christmas because we are

already discussing our usual holiday meals and get together will

probably not happen.

 

As the weather has gotten colder I have experienced a lot of joint

pain and issues and it is affecting my mobility. I have made good

use of YouTube and my stationery bike and try to start my day with

stretches and some exercises.

 

Lately I’ve noticed I seem to forget names etc. and will start a

conversation and loose my train of thought. The days run into

weeks and I can’t believe another weekend is upon us.  As I talk to

friends they are pretty well experiencing the same feelings.

 

The good news is I have a new telephone friend...you.

continued....



In our daily life, there are always two sides of the story, pros

and cons, and Yin and Yang to everything.

 

The good things that I feel very grateful for during the

pandemic are:

 

There is ESS by our side to support us in every step of the

way.  The wonderful virtual fitness program by Cynthia is

among many other both fun and educational programs and

support services run by the dedicated staff at ESS who

have been working extra hard during this challenging time.

 

The face masks offered to us covered my dark spots and

wrinkles during the warm days, protected my face from the

assault of gusty autumn winds, and keep my lips moist in

these cold windy days.

continued on next page...

Anonymous



The things I miss in this new normalcy with COVID-19 are:

 

People are no longer able to see my smile, no matter how big it

is.  Nor can I see theirs.  It makes me sad because to me smile is

the best makeup in the world - free, which makes us feel good

as the Shopper's Drug Mart's slogan goes.

 

I am no longer able to volunteer at ESS.  I miss the dish washing

as much as the fantastic staff and clients at the Adult Day

Services Program.

 

Not only do I miss their smiles, I also miss the hugs which are

also good for my mental health.

 

I also badly miss the opportunities to offer a ride to total

strangers, the random seniors I sometimes found walking home

with full load of groceries.  It is so sad that even with my

eagerness to help them out, as I did many times in the past, any

close social contact is nowadays considered totally unsafe and

inappropriate.

 

Despite social distancing measures and the COVID-19 virus

have kept us apart, ESS' programs have kept us together.

continued...



Of course everybody has problems

nowadays with their limited way of life

during the COVID months. As for me I

feel that family is most important and I am

lucky to have family nearby, who are

always there if I need help. Groceries or

help with my iPhone or whatever the

need is. Of course I would love to go out

to shop, but if that’s all I can’t do to stay

healthy, I gladly forfeit it. To be able to

walk outside, to do exercises virtual or

otherwise is a good help to stay active.

To keep busy is of utmost importance,

before, during or after COVID!

Anonymous



Lockdown! Schools closed! In my lifetime schools in Toronto have

never been closed completely.

 

What will my husband and I do? How is this going to work? Those

were my thoughts and feelings at the beginning of the lockdown. 

 

As the pandemic continued, I realized that I missed certain

interactions with others, such as playing bridge, line dancing,

exercise classes and getting together with family and friends for

Easter, Thanksgiving, birthdays, anniversaries and just socially. 

 

After a period of time, when things got to be really difficult,

thoughts of living during World War II in Europe came to my mind.

Living as a kid in refugee camps I experienced shortages of food

and no modern conveniences as we have now. It was then that I

realized how lucky I am to be living in Canada at this time, amidst

modern conveniences, experiencing no food shortages, and being

able to get in touch with family and friends via the internet and

phone. And while physically apart with many, I am now experiencing

a closeness and community as never before. Our Sunday worship

services continue on “Zoom”, and my husband and I realize very

visually that Church is not a building but a community of the faithful.

continued on next page...

Anonymous



And at this time, the twice weekly exercise classes via

teleconference and video on the internet continue to keep

me in shape physically and mentally. Thank you, Cynthia!

Also, I appreciate the weekly phone calls from ESS.

 

Lastly, my love of books and meaningful TV shows continue

to keep me entertained, informed and to fill my days.

Throughout this pandemic my life has been a growth

experience. Days, weeks, months seem to pass very quickly.

 

Social distancing has not separated me from others, but

brought me closer to others. And I experience community

as never before.

continued....



I’d like to say that even during this pandemic things for me

have been good.
 

On March 23rd I moved from my bachelor apartment on

the West Mall that I’d been in for 7 years to a rent geared

to income apartment in a seniors building.
 

I had been on the wait list for affordable housing for 11

years and the move has been a very positive experience

and since I moved here I joined Weight Watchers and am

down 39 pounds and walk at least 3 to 4 days a week.
 

I’m very careful with regards to if I go into a store to wear a

mask and sanitize my hands.
 

I’m really enjoying the over the phone exercise classes and

I feel they’re a huge benefit and I like the virtual aspect

because right now I’m not taking public transit anywhere

because I don’t feel safe as the buses get very crowded.
 

I hope the virtual exercise classes continue and next year I

plan on getting the vaccine if one is available and am

hoping to go to New Brunswick next summer for two

months to stay with my friend I’ve known since childhood,

since this summer was the first time in 8 years I have not

gone down east.

Anonymous



Special Note:  

Individuals addressed in the above stories

are some of the many ESS staff leading our

virtual social recreation, Adult Day Services

and exercise programs and volunteers

supporting our client wellness calls.  

Submit your story:
We are all still living through a pandemic. 

If you are a senior with ESS and would like to add

your personal story of what it's been like for you as a

senior and/or caregiver during this time, 

please send your story to

communications@esssupportservices.ca 


